Congress for the New Urbanism
An Urban Quarter contains and promotes all the qualities of a city.

Inclusive

Civilitas

A Functional Zone admits one single quality (function) of a City at the exclusion of all others.

Exclusive

All is permitted & promoted that is not strictly forbidden.

All that is not specifically stipulated is strictly forbidden.
1922. The highways and towers of Le Corbusier's City of Tomorrow inspired the urban renewal program in America. (Courtesy of Artists Rights Society [ARS] / SPADEM, 1995, Paris)
Proposed Wal-Mart for Pass Christian, MS
Klicken Sie einfach das ganze Fenster weg - wenn Sie genau gesehen haben.
Well-planned highway systems enhance safety and traffic flow.

Wisconsin Dept. of Transportation
Katrina Cottage II
Katrina Cottage II press conference
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